Spy Speak

Across
 4. Background of a cover story
 8. A bug placed on a telephone
 10. Foreigner recruited to assist a secret service
 13. Another term for "spy" mostly used in the U.S.
 14. Cover adapoted at a moment's notice
 15. A forger who produces fake documents or money
 16. A mission of which the government will deny all knowledge of
if it is blown
 19. The head of a group of spies
 21. What happens to your cover story if the enemy discovers who
you are
 22. A secret mark made in a public place to send a particular
message, such as that a dead letter drop box has been made or
that a spy needs to be extracted without delay
 24. Following someone on foot in surveillance jargon
 25. A secret location where a spy can leave messages for other
spies
 26. CIA training school
 27. An illegal operation
Down
 A list of information that control requires a spy to retrieve and
is also called a "questionnaire"
 an agent in deep cover in the same place for a long time who is
ready to provide information when required
 A false name that protects your real identity on a mission
 lies spread to cover up what is really going on
 "Unwelcome Person"; a person who has been caught spying and must
leave the country
 Passwords or pass-phrases used by spies who do not know each
other in order to identify each other in the field
 9. A plausible explanation fabricated to give a seemingly
innocent reason for a spy's activities
 11. Another name for the CIA
 12. A role in a foreign country that provides spying
opportunities
 15. A spymaster or leader of a group of spies
 17. A place where messages can be passed directly from spy to spy
 18. An agent who infiltrates an enemy secret service to pass back
secrets to their government
 20. A spy who appears to be working for one side, but is actually
working fro another
 21. A small electronic device that secretly records conversations
 23. A setup where a spy tries to make someone fall in love with
them to find out secrets or manipulate their actions

